**DecoArt**

new products for 2021

**water marbling™ paint program**

A complete system of ready-to-use, vibrant marbling acrylics, easy water and surface preparations, and tools.

**water marbling magic medium™**
Mixes with water to create perfectly “sized” water that allows the marbling color to float.

**water marbling flow & resist™**
Increase the flow and spread of the paint or use it to repel the paints on the surface to create blank areas or voids.

**water marbling surface prep™**
Dissolve in warm water; soak into fabrics or sponge onto surfaces for greater color permanence.

**water marbling™ tools & accessories**
The program offers a full line of tools and accessories; everything needed to create amazing designs!

- marbling rakes
- sumi brushes
- marbling sticks set  
  (not shown)
- marbling splatter tool
- marbling paper
- cleaning paper
- marbling tray  
  (not shown)
- dropper bottles
- bandana blanks  
  (not shown)

8ct. water marbling value packs™
- Essentials
- Bright

4ct. water marbling value packs™
- Tropical Blues
- Modern Brights
- Paradise Delights
- Botanical Hues
- Galactic Geode

**water marbling acrylics™**

**NEW 2021 americana® colors**

cinnamon stick  |  coral cloud
---|---
deep ochre | baby blush
jewel green | celery shoot
vivid blue | sage mint
joyful pink | provence sky
poetic plum | gentle heather

decoart.com
wax effects™
translucent layering acrylic
No heat needed. Ready to use straight from the jar, these wax-like acrylics recreate the lovely sheer, and luminous qualities of traditional beeswax encaustic.
8-oz. acrylics

impasto by traditions™
heavy-bodied acrylic
The ideal paint for traditional impasto techniques, revealing visible brush strokes and creating textural effects.

stylin™
leather paint
Customize sneakers or refresh worn leather pieces with this flexible paint specially formulated to prevent cracking or peeling.

6pc brush set
3pc palette knives
3pc dual-sided stylus tools
5pc clear texture cards

3pc palette knives
5pc clear texture cards

1-oz. metallics

3pc palette knives
5pc clear texture cards

for more information, tips, tricks and techniques visit decoart.com
cosplay technique kits

Whether replicating the look of battle-worn armor or creating fantasy creatures, each pack comes with everything needed, including links to step-by-step instructional videos to help makers of all experience levels take their pieces to the next level.

- Premium, flexible acrylics for cosplay, LARP, and theatrical projects that dry to a non-tacky, durable, matte finish

**x-treme flex™ cosplay**
metallic armor technique kit
Easily transform projects into realistic looking metals and battle-worn armor.

**x-treme flex™ cosplay**
wood & leather technique kit
Easily create realistic looking wood and leather effects.

**x-treme flex™ cosplay**
fantasy effects technique kit
Easily create shimmering iridescent dragon scales, mermaid tails, and other fantasy effects.

**NEW 2021 fluid art ready-to-pour acrylic™ colors**

**8-oz.**
- Smokey Pink
- Poppy Red
- Peach
- Sun Gold
- Goldenes Silber
- Spring Green
- Bright Green
- Clay Green
- Daily Aqua
- Deep Teal
- Greens Blue
- Bright Blue
- Deep Periwinkle

**neons**
- Orchid
- Sunlight
- Red
- Neon Red
- Neon Orange
- Yellow Neon
- Green Neon
- Blue Neon
- Purple Neon

**metallics**
- Pearl Metallic
- Rose Gold Metallic
- Copper Metallic
- Gold Metallic
- Silver Metallic

**16-oz.**
- White
- Fuchsia
- Bright Yellow
- Bright Green
- Deep Turquoise
- Tropical Blue
- True Blue
- Lavender
- Jet Black
- Gold Metallic

**color packs**
- neon blast
- silver seas
- groovy gold

- sunkissed
- soothing nature